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1 . FITTECH SUMMIT (Munich)

2. ZEISS MEDITEC AG (Munich)

3 . TECHBAR (Berlin)

4 . LIA LIFE ATELIER (Munich)

CASES

5 . BANCO INVERSIS (Madrid)

6. FUJITSU RUNMYPROCESS (Paris)

7. ALLE ANGELN (Munich)



CLIENT 

FITTECH SUMMIT
(2018 - Munich)

FitTech Summit was the Europes' first conference on fitness innovation, health and
lifestyle. It took place in 2018 in Munich. We had participants from over 10 
countries and cooperated with many other very known brands like RedBull, 
UnderArmour and Campari.

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

Logo Design & Branding. Visual / Web Design (all print materials).
Event Design. Motion Design.





CLIENT FEEDBACK

"Fran is an extremely passionate designer who listens carefully to the client's needs and always has
great - and doable - ideas in stock. She helped us to create the whole visual identity for Europe's first
FitTech Summit including logo and website redesign, color CI, print materials like flyers, posters, badges
etc, social media visuals, main stage design and many more. She also created the motion design for the
conference all by herself, even though she had no previous experience in this area and had to learn
everything from scratch in her spare time. I highly recommend Fran as someone to rely on!”. 

NATALIA KARBASOVA, Head of Burda Bootcamp & Founder of FitTech Summit









CLIENT 

ZEISS MEDITEC AG
(2019 - Munich)

Being part of ZUi (Zeiss UI) team, I had the privilege of working on the “facelift” 
project. Our main goal was to standardized Zeiss’s visual design language, by
incorporating their own unique design system
• I was the project lead of FORUM Family facelift, designing its main application (internally
called Lehel) and it’s main plugins.
• One of the main tasks of the ZUi team was also to develop the Design System itself, so
one of my main daily goals was to create this collection of repeatable components and a 
set of standards guiding rules.

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

UI & UX Design



PLEASE GET IN CONTACT WITH ME TO
KNOW MORE ABOUT ZEISS’ PROJECT



CLIENT 

TECHBAR (SYNCWORK)
(2018 - Berlin)

Syncwork AG is a Berlin based IT and Consulting Company, they run an "event platform" 
called TECHBAR. This platform was launched in 2019. TECHBAR is an “invite-only” event
and the 2019's topic was RPA (Robotic Process Automation). Syncwork’s goal is to push
the brand (event & company) and make sure they successfully position themselves as 
RPA specialists on the market.

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

Logo design & Branding, Visual Design





LANDINGPAGE & CI



CLIENT 

LIA LIFE ATELIER
(2017 - Munich)

Lia is a female-only coworking project I co-founded. The mission was to support societal
change by offering families flexible solutions to improve their work-life-flow. As a kick-
starting strategy we decided to focus on events, to create a community around “new 
work”, that was (and still is) a fresh topic for Germany. By bringing a truly feminine and 
sensitive proposal to the events, Lia was quickly recognized by the public. 

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

Logo design & Branding, Visual Design, Illustration





ILLUSTRATIONS
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CLIENT 

INVERSIS BANK
(2018 - Madrid)

Banco Inversis, S.A. is based in Madrid, Spain. The main scope of this project was to
create navigable functionalities (with transitions and interactions) for the bank
internal system. 

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

UI & UX, Icon design





DESKTOP



MOBILE



CLIENT 

FUJITSU RUNMYPROCESS
(2017 - Paris)

Fujitsu RunMyProcess provides a Platform-as-a-Service that integrate, deploy, 
and run customized business application development. I worked at Fujitsu as an
employee for about a year, my main function was to maintain the UI 
consistency and create a future friendly design foundation. For more 
information please check www.runmyprocess.com.

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

Branding, Visual Design, UI & UX





CLIENT FEEDBACK

"After all the fantastic work Fran did for us at Fujitsu, I can highly recommend her. Fran is a wonderful
person to work with, she's able to analyze the customer's needs and translate them into brilliant design 
ideas. Completely open to feedback, she understands very well the brand constraints and adapts quickly
to each situation to deliver final design elements that both meet customers' requirements and visually
look great.” 

SEBASTIEN FABRE, Head of UX, Fujitsu EST (Germany)



ICONOGRAPHY & STYLE



BRAND CI



CLIENT 

ALLE ANGELN
(2016 - Munich)

Alle Angeln is a German App and social network for anglers where anglers are 
able to discover the best fishing spots, stay up to date and exchange tips and
tricks with others. Fishing is one of the favorite German hobbies, but finding a way
to make people use the App on a regular basis was one of the challenges, so we
decided to integrate features as share your catches, find new friends and catch 
more fishes. This created a nice community of 50,000+ people. For more 
information please check www.alleangeln.de/app.

MY CONTRIBUTIONS

UI & UX, Icon Design





TYPOGRAPHY & STYLESCOLORS	&	ICONOGRAPHY

DESIGNING BASIC ELEMENTS



PROTOTYPING THE USER JOURNEY



EXECUTION



+49 157 33922743

hello@francaye.com

Fran Caye

www.francaye.com


